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Mathematics is no longer perceived as a difficult subject but rather it is very interesting to deal with. Math teachers are making possible means on how to make this subject meaningful, delightful and interesting. The teacher’s attitude is the chief means to consider. A math teacher should be filled with enthusiasm, passion and energy.

Teaching the subject with animation is simply amazing. One creative math teacher may utilize technology in teaching math lessons with animation. Presenting math concepts and skills in animated way is captivating and at the same time educational. The visuals as shown by the technology stimulate the interest in studying math.

Using artworks as instructional materials is also fun. The colorful materials made of special papers and other supporting materials may be more pleasing to the eyes and very catchy. These also rouse the interest of the learners in understanding math ideas and in absorbing math skills or competencies. Having attractive images brings zest in learning math.

The use of collaborative learning is also a way to make learning the subject more active and dynamic. Working together as a group and generating ideas to combine together to produce a result and output is amazing.

Having real-applications in teaching math is delightful. Having math problems dealing with everyday living like purchasing products from the store or in calculating measurements in the house may add vigor to learning for the children may think that they are doing what is essential and true.
Resourceful and creative math teachers use recycled materials in teaching. These materials are quite unique and promote better learning for the learners and they seem to become curious on the composition of the materials and how they are related to the lessons in math.

What excites the learners nowadays is an innovation. If the math teacher introduces new concepts and new ways of solving math problems then this could arouse their interest in focusing on the subject.

The show and tell method is another interesting way for learner to add in their learning experiences. The teacher may show something and the students will tell something based on what they have seen. This will surely make fun on the part of the learners.

Another way to make math subject more engaging is to allow the learners to give feedbacks. This will pave the way for free expressions that is logical and constructive.

Learning math in amazing ways is worthy and the creative ways of doing it should be adopted by math teachers as they develop the mathematical competencies of the children.

These amazing ways are surely commendable!
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